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THE TIMBER HAWK®  BACKSTRAP WAIST PACK 
Perfect For the Agile Hunter Adept at Doing More With Less 

 
Just the mention of the name, “backstrap” can conjure images that will make any hunter’s or wild game 
enthusiast’s mouth water. Backstraps are the prime cut, the juiciest and the most desirable part of the 
animal. The same is true of Timber Hawk’s® Backstrap™ waist pack in Realtree® APX™ camo. From 
your first experience, you’ll know it is a prime cut and the most highly desirable choice. 
 
There are times when a hunter simply needs to move, unencumbered, run-and-gun style regardless of 
whether he is trying to get ahead of a gobbler or running down a bugle on the opposing slope. However, 
mobility and a lean load does not mean leaving essential gear behind. You still need to carry certain 
navigation or communications gear, an emergency survival kit, game calls, knives for field dressing and 
perhaps most importantly, plenty of water — and Timber Hawk’s Backstrap will handle it all. 
 
Don’t be fooled by the Timber Hawk Backstrap’s modest size, it has plenty of room to fit all of the 
essentials including bulky items like lightweight rain gear.  All pockets are lined with an ultra-quiet durable 
twill fabric to protect your gear and keep it quiet. The main compartment is flanked by accessory pockets 
featuring large loop zipper pulls which are ideal for smaller items that need to be accessed in a hurry such 
as game calls, rangefinders or ammo. 
 
Secured between the hip belt pockets and the main compartment are dual mesh water bottle holders, 
which easily accommodate two over-sized water bottles, or you can get creative and use these pockets to 
stash hats, gloves or a face mask.  
 
The pocket backs and waist belt are constructed using high-density breathable foam padding for 
enhanced comfort in any weather condition or equipment load. The waist belt is fully adjustable with left 
and right compression straps to balance your load and customize the fit. Need to carry more gear? You 
can always enhance the Timber Hawk Backstrap’s function and capabilities by lashing even more gear to 
the webbed accessory loops. 
 
One look at the Timber Hawk Backstrap is enough to make you salivate, but once you strap it on and feel 
the comfortable ride first hand, you’ll never be satisfied with anything else. 
 
Timber Hawk offers the absolute best hunting backpack for your hard earned dollar. For more 
information on the Timber Hawk Backstrap and the rest of the lineup contact Timber Hawk at 1919 
Vineburn Avenue, Los Angeles, Calif. 90032 • Telephone: (801) 597-0087 • Or go to 
http://www.timberhawk.com.  
 
“Like us" on FACEBOOK for the latest company and product news.  Follow Timber Hawk on TWITTER 
and INSTAGRAM 

 
Editor’s Note: For hi-res images and releases, please visit our online Press Room at www.full-

throttlecommunications.com 
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